We present a method allowing for the imposition of two independent and arbitrary phase profiles on any pair of orthogonal states of polarization-linear, circular, or elliptical-relying only on simple, linearly birefringent wave plate elements arranged into metasurfaces. This stands in contrast to previous designs which could only address orthogonal linear, and to a limited extent, circular polarizations. Using this approach, we demonstrate chiral holograms characterized by fully independent far fields for each circular polarization and elliptical polarization beam splitters, both in the visible. This approach significantly expands the scope of metasurface polarization optics. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.118.113901 Metasurfaces, subwavelength arrays of optical phaseshifting elements, provide an exciting platform for ultrathin optics [1] . A distinguishing feature of metasurfaces is the sophistication with which the individual phase-shifting elements can be engineered. In particular, metasurface elements can be designed to impart distinct phases on orthogonal linear polarizations. Such elements can then be described by the Jones matrix of a conventional, linearly birefringent wave plate [2]:
Here, the element imposes phase shifts ϕ x and ϕ y on light linearly polarized along its fast and slow axes which are rotated by an angle θ relative to the reference coordinate system (R is a 2 × 2 rotation matrix). This wave-plate-like behavior could be realized with, for example, plasmonic antennas [1] , liquid crystals [3] (which, due to their size cannot truly be considered metasurface elements), or waveguide-like dielectric pillars exhibiting mode birefringence fabricated from Si [4] [5] [6] , GaAs [7] , or TiO 2 [8, 9] with, e.g., an elliptical or rectangular cross section.
A metasurface composed of these linearly birefringent elements can then act as a different optical element depending on the polarization of incident light. From a technological standpoint, this exciting capability allows for a new class of polarization-switchable optical components.
Previously, metasurfaces imparting polarizationdependent phase have fallen into two categories: (1) Propagation phase designs, which allow for the imposition of independent and arbitrary phase profiles on each of two orthogonal, linear polarizations and (2) Geometric (or Pancharatnam-Berry) phase designs, which allow for metasurfaces imparting equal and opposite phase profiles on the two circular polarizations. We describe each of these strategies below.
Crucially, neither propagation nor geometric phase designs alone are able to address elliptical polarizations, representing the most general case. Intuitively, it is unclear whether this should even be possible with only simple, linearly birefringent wave plate elements which, after all, only distinguish between linear polarizations. In this work, we show that the geometric and propagation phases used in tandem allow for the imposition of arbitrary phase profiles on any two orthogonal polarization states (linear, circular, or elliptical), significantly expanding the scope of metasurface polarization optics and allowing for new polarizationswitchable metasurfaces.
We begin by considering the propagation phase alone. At each point on a metasurface, the characteristic phase shifts ϕ x and ϕ y imposed by an element can be individually tailored by adjusting its shape while its angular orientation θ is held fixed. In this way, arbitrary and independent spatial phase profiles can be imposed on any set of orthogonal, linear polarizations using the so-called propagation (or dynamical) phase [ Fig. 1(a) ] [10] . Using this approach, for instance, a single metasurface could act as a lens for x-polarized light and encode a hologram for y-polarized light [5] .
The propagation phase is one of two means of imposing polarization-dependent phase [11] . The other, the geometric phase, stems from polarization change. Specifically, if two parts of a uniformly polarized wave front are transported to a common polarization state along two different paths on the Poincaré sphere (polarization state space), a relative phase emerges between the two equal to half the solid angle enclosed by the path [12] . Less abstractly, this effect can be harnessed to attain metasurfaces sensitive to circular polarizations. A metasurface composed of half-wave plate elements (jϕ x − ϕ y j ¼ π) whose angular orientations θðx; yÞ vary over its spatial extent imposes a phase profile on one of the circular polarizations equal to ϕðx; yÞ ¼ 2θðx; yÞ [ Fig. 1(b) ]. These
week ending 17 MARCH 2017 retarders convert right-circularly polarized (RCP) [leftcircularly polarized (LCP)] light to LCP [RCP] light along a state-space path determined by the element's orientation, yielding a geometric phase that increases linearly from 0 to 2π as the element is rotated at angles from 0 to π. If, however, the phase profile imposed in this way on RCP light is some ϕ RCP ðx; yÞ, the phase profile imparted on a LCP wave front is automatically ϕ LCP ðx; yÞ ¼ −ϕ RCP ðx; yÞ. This restriction-an inherent symmetry of the geometric phase-still allows for, e.g., circular polarization beam splitters that deflect opposite circular polarizations by equal and opposite angles [4, 13, 14] , but has important practical consequences: a geometric phase converging lens for one circular polarization, for example, will act as a diverging lens for the other [15] .
We now show that using a single layer of birefringent metasurface elements, one can indeed impose arbitrary and independent phase profiles on any set of orthogonal polarizations by combining the propagation and geometric phases [ Fig. 1(c) ], the only restriction being that the handedness of each polarization is flipped upon interaction with the metasurface. In contrast to previous designs using propagation or geometric phase alone, this allows for metasurfaces imparting fully independent phase profiles separately on each of any two orthogonal polarizations (including circular and elliptical).
Let the orthogonal polarization states upon which the metasurface should impart independent phase profiles be given by orthogonal Jones vectorsλ
The output wave front corresponding to each input polarization state fλ þ ;λ − g should have homogenous polarization, so we require that the metasurface consistently transforms the input polarization states to output polarization states fκ 
This treatment is justified because each element is assumed to be much smaller than the illuminating beam, so that it experiences plane wavelike light. Mathematically, the above system [Eqs. (2) and (3) [16] ).
Given this knowledge of fκ þ ;κ − g, the original system can be recast as yÞ on a metasurface, the dimensions of a wave plate-like shape-birefringent element (inset) can be varied to impose unique phases ϕ x and ϕ y on light linearly polarized along each axis. In this approach, which employs the propagation phase alone, element dimensions are varied while the orientation angle θ is held fixed. When each of two orthogonal, linear input polarizations (red, on left) are incident, arbitrary, and independent phase profiles, ϕ x ðx; yÞ and ϕ y ðx; yÞ can be imparted upon each; the output states (green, on right) are unconverted. (b) Using the geometric phase alone, phase profiles of equal and opposite magnitude can be imparted on the two circular polarizations. If elements with half-wave (π) retardance are rotated at angles θðx; yÞ at each point, one input circular polarization (red, on left) will pick up a phase of 2θðx; yÞ and the other −2θðx; yÞ with each changing handedness upon reflection or transmission (green, on right). Here, element dimensions are fixed and the orientation θ is varied. (c) By varying both element dimensions and θ over the extent of the metasurface-that is by combining the geometric and propagation phases-we show that arbitrary and independent phase profiles ϕ AE ðx; yÞ can be imparted on any set of orthogonal input statesλ AE (red, on left). Each must flip handedness upon reflection or transmission (green, right).
Jðx Jones matrix J defined by Eq. (4); the orientation and dimensions of an element implementing this J are then determined by the angle of J's orthogonal linear eigenpolarizations and the characteristic phase shifts fϕ x ; ϕ y g imposed upon them. It should be noted that this possibility was recognized in the supplementary information to Ref. [5] where it was, however, described only briefly and from a purely theoretical standpoint. The above result can be understood as a unification of the propagation and geometric phases in a single element. Desired phases can be imparted on any set of orthogonal polarization states by modifying an element's shape birefringence and angular orientation simultaneously [ Fig. 1(c) ].
To demonstrate this arbitrary phase control for polarizations other than linear polarizations, we designed, fabricated and tested a metasurface encoding separate holograms for RCP and LCP light. The near-field phase profiles yielding far-field intensity images of a cartoon cat and dog were computed using iterative phase retrieval [18] and a metasurface consisting of noninteracting, elliptical TiO 2 pillars was designed to impose these phase profiles independently on each circular polarization in transmission. Here a broad range of pillars (with semi-major and minor axes ranging from 50-300 nm, all assuming a height of 600 nm set by our fabrication process) was simulated using full-wave FDTD simulations to find those that would satisfy the phase-shifting properties solved for in Eq. (4) [16] . Fabricated with a recently reported TiO 2 process on glass [8] , the pillars were arranged in a square lattice with 500 nm nearest-neighbor separation [ Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) ]. The metasurface was designed for and tested in the visible at λ ¼ 532 nm. The measured far-field intensity profiles upon illumination with each circular polarization matched the design images with significant detail [ Fig. 2(a) ]. Slight differences between the design images and measured holograms shown in Fig. 2(a) are attributable to fabrication imperfections and an assumption by the phase reconstruction algorithm of uniform amplitude transmission at each point ðx; yÞ. It should be noted that while metasurface chiral holograms for circular polarizations have been reported [19, 20] , the phase profiles imparted on each circular polarization, and thus the projected far fields, are not fully independent due to a reliance on geometric phase alone. In these cases, only sections of the far field (such as individual diffraction orders) can contain independent images for each chirality. Using the method presented here, the phase profiles imparted on each circular polarization-and, consequently, the resulting far fields-can be completely decoupled.
Metasurfaces acting as polarization beam splitters (i.e., blazed gratings deflecting light in a direction dependent on its polarization) have been demonstrated extensively for orthogonal linear polarizations using propagation phase (where the deflection angles can be arbitrary) [5, 21, 22] and for circular polarizations using the geometric phase (where the deflection angles are constrained to be equal and opposite) [3, 4, 13, 14, 21] , though never for elliptical polarizations. This has consequences especially for polarimetry, where a thorough sampling of polarization state space, including elliptical states, is necessary to optimize sensitivity [23] [24] [25] . We demonstrate here elliptical polarization beam splitters, a novel class of optical components.
A metasurface deflecting light at an angle β must impose a linear phase profile given by ð2πx=λÞ sin β with x the spatial coordinate along the splitting direction [1] . A metasurface polarization beam splitter, then, must impose two such phase profiles with different β on each of two polarizations. Using the geometric and propagation phases in tandem as described above, this is possible for any set of two orthogonal, elliptical polarizations. To showcase this capability, we designed six such beam-splitting metasurfaces for six different sets of elliptical polarizations, each of which was designed to deflect orthogonal polarizations at AE7°(though we stress that the angles are not constrained to be equal or opposite with this method). The elliptical polarizations chosen-the "split states"-were the six sets of orthogonal Stokes vectors matching the vertices of a regular icosahedron inscribed in the Poincaré sphere (Fig. 3) . The choice of an icosahedron in particular, and the platonic solids in general, corresponds to optimal sampling of states for polarimetry [25] .
The geometry of each beam-splitter unit cell, along with the polarization ellipses of the split states, are shown in Fig. 3(a) . These were realized with 600 nm high rectangular TiO 2 pillars whose lateral dimensions ranged from 50-250 nm, on a hexagonal grid with 420 nm nearestneighbor separation. The unit cells shown (Nos. 1-6) were tessellated to form six different metasurfaces, each 300 × 300 microns in size. The testing of each metasurface beam splitter involved illumination with a set of six test polarization states. By measuring the m ¼ AE1 diffraction order intensity in response to each, the polarization states to which the device is most selective (i.e., the states of polarization for which the extinction ratio between orders is maximized) were obtained [26] ; ideally, these would match the designed split states. In Fig. 3(b) , these states of maximal selectivity are plotted on the Poincaré sphere alongside the designed split states, showing good agreement. The same data are presented in graphical form in Fig. 3(c) . Discrepancy between the design and measured states can be attributed to imperfections in the fabricated sizes of the elements. A more detailed description of this beam-splitter characterization is deferred to the Supplemental Material [16] .
In summary, we demonstrate here how a broad class of metasurfaces can impose arbitrary and independent phase profiles on any set of orthogonal polarization states, notably extending this capability to chiral polarizations without relying on chiral birefringence. We show in particular how this ability can be used to target elliptical polarization states, and provide an intuition for this phenomenon as arising from the combination of propagation and geometric phase. This formalism generalizes the design space offered by polarization-sensitive, linearly birefringent metasurfaces, enabling polarization switchable lenses for chiral polarizations, more versatile q plates, and improved metasurface polarimeters (to name a few examples), illustrating further that metasurfaces represent a uniquely powerful platform for polarization optics.
